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Abstract— In recent years there has been tremendous growth
in online sharing using Social networking and Cloud
Computing. In sharing of information there has been pervasive
use of Online Social Networking (OSN) websites. Cloud
computing has evolved as a paradigm where the computing
resources are shifted to the third party to reduce the cost
associated with purchase, maintenance and configuration of the
resources. In this paper a new paradigm is introduced for
sharing of Infrastructure Resources using OSN, which is called
Online Social Cloud (OSC). In OSC pre-established trust
formed through friend connection between the users in OSN is
used. Thus a Social Cloud user can share resources with a
friend using pre-established trust on basis of ‘give-and-take’
policy for mutual benefit. Resources can be easily shared using
Social Cloud with security and trust guarantees. Using Social
Clouds as a use case in several scenarios supported by
co-operative approach exhibits advantages over dedicated
infrastructures. Social Clouds appears to be a suitable model
for providing core infrastructure as a service on online social
computing platforms.

namely the grid computing are combined. Consider the
scenario of a computing paradigm where users who
collectively construct a pool of resources to perform
computational tasks on behalf of their social acquaintance.
Social Cloud is similar in many aspects to the conventional
distributed-computing. Similarities in this, users can
outsource their computational tasks to socially connected
peers, and friend will be providing complementarily to their
friends for computing using Social Cloud [12]. Most
important in connection of OSN is the total computational
power provided by users (who are willing to share their idle
time and available compute cycles) is free. In this, users are
willing to share their computing resources with their friends
to form different economical models. This behavior makes
this work share commonalities with an existing stream of
work on creating computing services through volunteers,
although by enabling trust driven from social networks. In
Social Cloud the trust is exhibited in social networks as a
guarantee for the good behavior of „„workers‟‟ in the system.

Index Terms—Distributed Computing, Cloud Computing,
Social Computing, Priority Based resources allocation.

II.
I. INTRODUCTION
COMPUTING paradigm has experience tremendous
growth in last few years. Distributed computing is emerged
for sharing of resources for performing high computational
task over the network. There are several resources sharing
paradigm Volunteer Computing, Grid Computing, P2P
computing and Cloud Computing. Cloud computing has
evolved as a paradigm where the computing resources are
shifted to the third party to reduce the cost associated with
purchase, maintenance and configuration of the resources.
Cloud Service provider can provide Software, Platforms and
Infrastructure as service to user as per requirements of user
and payment on basis on usage. In Cloud computing users
relieved from the burden of purchasing and maintaining
resources; instead resources can be out-sourced to third party
service provider and user can get unlimited resources as per
requirements. In this paper new the paradigm is Online Social
Cloud(OSC). Online Social Cloud is “a resource and service
sharing model utilizing pre-established trust between
members of a social network” [10]. In this paradigm the
merits provided by the conventional cloud computing and
extended features of distributed computing paradigms
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RELATED WORK

With the increasing nature of online social networking web
sites, adoption of social network structures for different types
of connection is becoming more common. Key examples are:
community and scientific portals like PolarGRID and
ASPEN ; social science gateways[1] ; social storage systems
like Friendstore , and omemo.com; network and compute
infrastructure sharing web sites such as fon.com; models to
share insurance policies amongst
social peers
(friend-surance.de); and where social networks emerge due
via collaboration. Ali et al.[2] present the application of
Social Cloud model to enable users having less
computational power to share access to computation power
through platforms like Amazon EC2. In effect they subdivide
existing allocations to amortize instance cost over a wider
group of users. Using a cloud bartering model (similar to our
previous virtual credit model), the system enables resource
sharing using social networks without the exchange of money
and relying on a notion of trust to avoid free riding. Like
writer approach, they use a virtual container (LXC) to
provide virtualization within the existing virtual machine
instance; however writer approach using Seattle‟s
programming level virtualization provides a much more
lightweight model at the expense of flexibility. Mohaisen et
al. [3] present an extension to his definition of a Social Cloud
computing. Mohaisen et al. investigate how a Social Cloud
Computing could be designed, and propose extensions to
several well known resource allocation algorithms for task
assignments. Their approach considers resource endowment
and physical network structure as core factors in the
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allocation problem, which are different considerations for
resource allocation. They analyses the possibility of a Social
Cloud via simulation, using several co-authorship and
friendship networks as input. In this system a Social Cloud
performs based upon variations in load, participation and
graph structure.
McMahon and Milenkovic [4] implement Social
Volunteer Computing, an extension of conventional
Volunteer Computing, where consumers of resources have
underlying social relationships with contributor. This
approach is similar to the Social Cloud Computing, but it
does not consider the actual sharing of resources, as there is
no notion of bilateral exchange.
III.

A Social Cloud is “a resource and service sharing framework
utilizing relationships established between members of a
social network.”

MOTIVATION

Volunteer computing is an internet based distributed
computing[11], which allows users to share their
computational power and helps to run computationally costly
projects. Volunteer computing platform consist of millions of
users, providing large amount of computational power. Since
the rapid growth in the volunteer computing projects, more
researchers have been attracted to improve the existing
volunteer computing system.
OSN is an alternative approach to establish trust in Cloud
computing and Volunteer computing. It is a dynamic
environment through which (new) Cloud-like provisioning
scenarios can be established based upon the implicit levels of
trust that transcend the inter-personal relationships digitally
encoded within a social network.
Vision of the Social Cloud[13] is motivated by the need of
individuals or groups to access resources they are not in
possession of, but that could be made available by socially
connected peers which show users are willing to donate
personal compute resources to “good” causes. Using this
paradigm, users can install a middleware to connect their
personal social network, and provide resources to friends, or
access resources from their friends. It is considered that
resources in a Social Cloud will be shared by user because
they are idle, underutilized.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In Grid computing and Volunteer computing, users donate
their idle resources to projects which require high
computational power through middleware. But in that
framework users are anonymous to each other and are not
accountable for their actions. There are two key issues are
important here trust and accountability. Goal of Social Cloud
is to provide an infrastructure that allows the execution of
workflow on traditional Grid resource which can be on
demand with additional Cloud Resources, if necessary. This
paradigm focused on providing resources to user with trust
and proper allocation of resources through priority based
resource allocation.
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V. THE DESIGN OF OSC

Figure 1. Concept of Social Cloud
A Social network is a set of users and a set of ties
representing some relationship among the users. Users in a
Social network (people, organizations or other social entities)
are connected by a set of relationships, such as friendship,
colleague, financial exchanges, trading relations or
information exchange. Facebook, Google+ are some
examples of Social networking site. Users share their
information, thoughts, ideas, photos and videos to friends in
online Social network community. Most of the times when
users work on their PC, utilize small fraction of
computational power hence major section of resources like
processor, RAM are in under utilization. Social Cloud aims to
provide mechanism for such resource sharing. This model
allows users to full computational need of an individual by
available underutilized resources of other users in Social
network. OSC is a novel concept which considers
computational resource sharing standing on the layer of
online Social network framework. In Social Cloud,
computational resources represent virtualized storage,
working environment. Users of Social network take benefit
of inbuilt trustful relationship to contribute underutilized
resources to others and avails others contributed resources to
satisfy personal need. On the foundation of trustful
relationship, a user on Social network builds the group.
Figure 1 shows Online Social Cloud view standing on Social
network, where people donate underutilized computational
resources to other users and in return utilizes others resources
in need.
A. Architecture of Social Cloud
For implementation of Social Cloud three main areas of
functionalities are required defined in Figure 2.
 Outsourcers
 Workers/ Volunteers
 Resource Allocation Server
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VI. RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN OSC

Figure 2. Architecture of Social Cloud
1.

Outsourcers
Outsourcers are the users who required high
computational power and speed for execute their task on
Social Cloud. They divide their task into small chunks
and distribute this small works among workers (i.e.
Friend on Social Network). Work will distributed by
central resource allocation server. Each worker get code
for execution and data required for execute that code.
After completion of task workers can be submit result to
Outsourcer.
Worker/Volunteers
Workers are the users who share their computational
power (i.e. CPU Cycle, RAM) for outsourcers. Workers
share their computational cycle for outsources because
they are underutilized or ideal and made available
altruistically to “good” cause. For sharing computational
power workers need to install middleware at their
personal computer. Workers will get task code and data
from resources allocation server and compute this task
send result back to outsourcers. Scheduling policy for
executing task will be depending on operating system of
workers.
3. Resource Allocation Server
In design of Social Cloud central resource allocation
server is required to collect the local information of
workers (i.e. availability of user, current computing
power and their workload). Middleware will update this
local information periodically to server. In process of
resource allocation outsourcers first request for
resources then resource allocation server will check
available workers and relationship with each other.
Worker and outsourcer both can assign priority to each
other according to their relationship. The higher priority
value gives high preference to user. Assign same priority
for different friend is possible. This priority is stored on
central resource allocation server. So at the time of
resource allocation server will get all this information
and provide best match for outsourcer. The allocation
server attempts to acquire available resources from the
workers to satisfy the request using resource allocation
mechanisms. If at the time of reservation the chosen
provider is not available then entire process must be
re-executed.

A. Priority Assignment & Resource Allocation
Priority Assignment & Resource Allocation is important
requirement for implementation of Social Cloud. In
priority assignment, workers and outsourcers both can
assign priority to each other. Without it we cannot assume
any form of preexistence trust between worker and
outsourcer. Allocation in Social Cloud has two different
approaches for resource allocation for outsourcer. The
decision of resource allocation is whether to centralize or
decentralize. The decentralize scheduler impacts the
complexity and operations of the entire system. In
proposed system centralized resource allocation scheme is
used.


Resource Allocation Server

2.
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Figure 3. Centralized Resource allocation model
In Centralized Resource allocation (shown in Figure 3) all
workers and outsourcers are contact to central server for
communicate with each other as well as sharing of resources
and outsourcing of task. Each user having middleware for
communicate with the server. Middleware can get local
information of computing power and update to centralize
server after every unit time. So, Central server having all
information of currently available user and their computing
status.
For example, in order to decide the best set of workers and to
outsource task, an outsourcer needs to know which of his
friends (i.e. workers) are online and all the information of
workers (i.e. availability of resources, online and offline
time, computation power) to outsource the task. One possible
solution to the problem is to use a centralized server that
maintains states. The advantage of centralized resource
allocation server is to maintain all local information of the
different workers. Instead of communicating directly with
each worker, an outsourcer can request for best set of workers
among its friends to the centralized resource allocation
server. The server can be calculating a set of workers based
on the priority assigned to worker and local information of
worker.
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Priority Assignment

In user priority assignment user can specify the priority to
their friends according to the relationship among them
(friend, colleague, family, etc). This method provides simple
preference matching interface in that both outsourcer and
worker can define preference or priority for each other. The
higher value gives greater priority to their friend. Assigning
same value for all friends is possible or grouping is possible.
This priority assignment is stored in centralized resource
allocation server for allocation purpose. Users also define
with whom they are not willing to share or “block user”.
In OSC system use a simple numerical priority assignment
interface that enables users to define their priority for a friend
as both a worker and an outsourcer. The higher value gives
greater preference for their friend. A value of 0 or null
indicates normal priority and a negative value indicates
unwillingness to interact with that friend. When preferences
are assigned they are stored in the database and are used to
generate the overall priority model for allocation involving
the user.
Priority algorithm can be used for generating list of workers
for every request of outsourcer. If server receive request for
resource then it will be check first available In Priority Based
Resource Allocation, when the outsourcer requests for task
execution then Resource allocation server gives set of
workers for task execution. First server will check higher
priority workers of outsourcer if those user‟s are available
then add those user‟s to list if this user‟s are not available then
it will check other user those having less priority. At the same
time workers also check priority for outsourcer. In this
resource allocation server will give best workers list to
outsourcer depending on priority, availability of user‟s,
workload at worker side. In this case, allocations are
computed after certain time intervals, e.g. every half an hour.
While this type of allocation computation yields good results
for the supply and demand given at the time of the
computation, it is unclear what happens in the case of new or
changing supply and demand. For example, when users
offer/request new resources or retract offers/requests in
between two calculation intervals. It is clear that if
allocations are only (re)computed at predetermined time
intervals, resources will be idle and requests will be left (or
become) unsatisfied. As far as all are aware, existing
preference based matching literature does not consider such
settings. The “optimal” solution is immediate re-matching of
the entire supply and demand. In this case, no (new) supply
would be idle if an allocation was available, and the resulting
allocation would always be stable (assuming we use a stable
matching algorithm). However, this places additional
requirements on the system. Firstly, computing resources
(e.g. VM‟s) would have to be migratable at any given point in
time, and, secondly, the runtime of the allocation mechanism
has to be short.
The “worst” solution would be to disregard any new
incoming supply or demand until the next time the allocation
is computed. In this case, new supply/demand would be idle
until the next batch allocation, even if there were
corresponding demand/supply. We consider two cases of
heuristics for this case:
1) Random: allocate resources to/from random friends of the
user; and
2) Greedy: allocate the best available match for incoming,
requester/provider based upon their sharing preferences.
ISSN: 2278 – 1323

B. Feedback

Figure 4. Feedback in priority based resource allocation[14]
Feedback will focus on the point of view of a new user in the
system, who wants to use resources from friends or provide
resources to friends. Depending on whether user can provide
successful or unsuccessful in service. As the user wants to be
matched to a consistent user, he can use the trust and decide a
preference ranking. The level of trust depends on past
relations among the different users in case of direct
transactions, and the feedback about previous interactions
from other users.
After completion of work user can give the feedback for
worker about his experience with him. Feedback will help for
new user and existing users for assign or change their
preference ranking of friends. If users not directly connected
on the social graph, or there were no past transactions
between the them, then the preference ranking will depend on
the feedback that is provided by other users.
Feedback is an iterative process [14] as in Figure 4. In which
after resource allocation workers perform their task and
submit result to outsourcer. After completion of work, the
users have the chance to give feedback about the previous
transaction. In the last stage, users use this feedback to update
their preference rankings.
C. Task Generation Policy
Outsourcer will divide his task into different small chunks for
distribute his work among different workers (friends). For
dividing task into small unit there are two different
approaches.
• Constant Task : Weight Outsourcer will divide his
task into equal size. So, each worker will get equal
size of task to compute.
• Variable Task : Weight Outsourcer will divide his
task into variable in size. So, each worker will get
variable size of task to compute.
D. Task Execution Scheme
In Social Cloud paradigm, the goal of the system is to provide
resources to outsourcer as per his requirements. In order to
fulfill the required computational power requires
infrastructure resources from worker. There are two schemes
for Task execution.
• Fixed Contribution
For fixed contribution schemes, the worker will
decide, how much percentage of his resources
(Processor cycle and RAM) will be given for
computing the task. Each worker will decide his
percentage of contribute for OSN. This will be use
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•

later case to calculate the fixed percentages, because
it is more considerate of users with low resource
endowments, which otherwise would have to allocate
most of their resources for the infrastructure.
Variable contribution
In variable contribution scheme, user will choose
their level of contribution based on their individual
preferences for resource usage, considering for
example altruistic motivation. This scheme addresses
the key motivation of an OSC, that is, users
voluntarily choose to provide resources to friends.

VII. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In online social cloud users can discover and trade services
contributed by their friends, taking advantage of preexisting
trust and relationships between them. Feedback is useful for
new user to identify truthful or malicious providers in system.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Social Cloud is a distributed computing service that provides
computing resources from social network and allocates
resources based on priority, in which user can execute their
task on resources provided by their socially connected user.
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